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Abstract
How can we use sound and music to create rich and engaging human-robot interactions? A growing body of HRI research
explores the many ways in which sound affects human-robot interactions and although some studies conclude with tentative
design recommendations, there are, to our knowledge, no generalised design recommendations for the robot sound design
process. We address this gap by first investigating sound design frameworks in the domains of product sound design and film
sound to see whether practices and concepts from these areas contain actionable insights for the creation of robot sound. We
then present three case studies, detailed examinations of the sound design of commercial social robots Cozmo andVector, Jibo,
and Kuri, facilitated by expert interviews with the robots’ sound designers. Combining insights from the design frameworks
and case studies, we propose nine candidate design principles for robot sound which provide (1) a design-oriented perspective
on robot sound that may inform future research, and (2) actionable guidelines for designers, engineers and decision-makers
aiming to use sound to create richer and more refined human-robot interactions.

Keywords Human-robot interaction · Sonic interaction design · Design principles · Social robots

1 Introduction

Social robots need to exhibit rich and engaging behaviour
in order to successfully integrate into human environments
[6]. Sound is one of the core modalities robots can use to
communicate with humans and a sizeable body of work has
explored the many ways in which sound properties influ-
ence how humans perceive and interact with robotic agents.
When it comes to harnessing the potential of this modality,
sounddesigners find themselves in an application context that
shares some similarities with areas such as product, film, or
video game sound, but which also comes with many unique
challenges and opportunities. Some of the questions design-
ers face include, for example: (1) What robot behaviours
should be accompanied by sound and what functions should
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sound fulfil in these interaction scenarios? (2) What are the
implications of designing sound for different robot embod-
iments with idiosyncratic acoustic characteristics? (3) How
does the robot sound design process differ from sound design
for linear media, and how should content production prac-
tices and techniques adapt? A possible broad categorisation
of sound in HRI is shown in Fig. 1. It should be noted, how-
ever, that there is no strict separation between categories and
some overlap is unavoidable. A comprehensive review of
sound in HRI is beyond the scope of this paper.
Sound uttered by robots comprises speech and non-speech
utterances. Beyond the semantic content of speech, voice
qualities such as human-likeness [3,17,52], whispering [35],
speech rate and gender [12], accent [29], and intonation
[1,18] can affect HRI in various ways. The effects of voice
characteristics are an active area of research in HRI and
the wider human-computer interaction (HCI) community,
and Cambre and Kulkarni have proposed a set of guiding
questions for voice design [9]. For this reason, the scope
of this paper does not extend to the voice characteristics of
semantic speech. Semantic-free utterances include gibberish
speech and musical utterances, among others. A comprehen-
sive review of semantic-free utterances in HRI can be found
in [55]. Sound associated with robot movement includes con-
sequential sound, the sound of a robot’s motors and joints
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Fig. 1 A high-level categorisation of sound in human-robot interaction

[31,48], and movement sonificiation, artificial sound added
to robot movement to influence perception [16,19]. A review
of consequential sound and movement sonification can be
found in [42]. Sound and music performed by robots com-
prises robotic agents creating music, either on their own
[46,56] or in collaboration with humans [13,47]. A review of
roboticmusicianship byBretan andWeinberg can be found in
[7]. Lastly, sound and music as background to HRI includes
shared listening experiences [21,57], and more unusual sce-
narios such as ambient infrasound [49] or surface vibrations
that convey a system’s confidence level [25]. As demon-
strated above, the design space for robot sound is broad
and HRI literature does provide some design recommenda-
tions for clearly defined interaction scenarios. Beyond sound,
there are broad design recommendations forHRI scenarios in
general, as, for example, proposed by Tokin et al. [50]. How-
ever, there are, to our knowledge, no general guidelines for
sound in human-robot interactionwhich encompass themany
diverse challenges and opportunities around designing robot
sound. We therefore set out to address this gap by propos-
ing a set of candidate design principles, aimed to provide
designers, engineers and decision-makers with comprehen-
sive and actionable guidelines on how to create effective and
refined robot sound. We describe these as candidate design
principles, because (1) they are partly sourced from domains
outside of HRI and (2) they are still to be validated through
more extensive application within HRI.

In this paper, we briefly survey existing design recom-
mendations on sound in HRI, before introducing a number
of design frameworks from the areas of product sound design
and film sound. We then present three commercial robot
sound design case studies in the form of expert interviews
with the robots’ sound designers and combine the existing
sound design frameworks with insights obtained from the
case studies to arrive at candidate design principles. We con-
cludewith adiscussionof the current limitations of our design
principles.

2 Design Recommendations

This section presents a selection of existing design frame-
works. After a brief survey into sound design recommen-
dations in prior HRI work, it looks at HRI scenarios from
two perspectives: (1) robots as objects to be sonified, and (2)
human-robot interaction as a narrative to be scored. This view
allows us to introduce design frameworks from literature in
the areas of product sound design and film sound. By then
later drawing connections between these design frameworks
and the design work performed across the three case studies
in Sect. 3, we investigate how they could apply to robot sound
and use them to inform our candidate design principles.

2.1 Sound Design Recommendations fromWithin
HRI

While HRI researchers have so far not proposed any compre-
hensive, generalised guidelines on robot sound, some design
considerations can be extracted from literature across the
field. These considerations address design questions such as
“What are the functions sound can fulfil inHRI?” “Howcould
the different elements of a robot’s sound be categorized?” and
“How could different categories interact?”

For example, sound fulfils various functions in HRI sce-
narios. It is most commonly used to communicate affect
[55], but can also help humans localise a robot in their envi-
ronment [11], influence the perception of robot movement
[42] or mask motor sound [51]. A broad categorisation of
sound functions is proposed by Latuperissa and Bresin, who
derive three general sound categories from an investigation
into robot sound in film: inner workings, communication of
movement, and expression of emotion [26]. The underlying
design recommendationwould then be to consider howdelib-
erately and successfully a given robot sound design achieves
all these above-mentioned effects, ensuring designers make
full use of sound as amedium.Anumber of studies emphasise
the need for designers to consider how unintentional motor
sound affects HRI [20,31,48]. Sound intentionally emitted
by the robot is not the only thing that communicates some-
thing to the listener. This encourages designers to take amore
holistic perspective on robot sound, and be aware of all sound
emitted by the robot and its environment to maintain control
over what is being communicated. One common element
across these recommendations is that they are often based
on quantitative evaluations and do not feature perspectives
of designers, who ultimately make the decisions on how a
robot sounds.
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Fig. 2 A selection of key notions in product sound design, as reported
by professional sound designers. Adapted from [23]

2.2 Product Sound Design–Robots as Objects to be
Sonified

We can, however, find frameworks informed by the knowl-
edge and experiences of practitioners in other fields. Viewing
robots as objects to be imbued with sonic characteristics and
behaviour allows us to draw connections to the area of prod-
uct sound design.Work from that domain has been previously
featured in HRI works, albeit with a focus on evaluation,
rather than the design process [30].

2.2.1 Sound Design of Interactive Products

Hug and Misdariis [23] propose a conceptual framework for
the sound design of interactive products, or, as they call them,
expressive artefacts. They derive their framework from a
combination of designerly and scientific sound design meth-
ods and evaluate it using expert interviews. A selection of
key notions that emerged during their interviews with pro-
fessional sound designers is shown in Fig. 2.
Creative prototyping is described as a fundamental aspect
of product sound design, and meant to be the very first step
towards designing sound for a product. This is a method-
ological concern, whereby designers prototype designs in
an iterative free-form approach as opposed to making design
decisions based on empirical findings, or psychoacoustic cri-
teria. Scientific evaluation then provides a way to validate
previouslymadedesigndecisions, rather thandictating future
ones.
Sonic quality is a core concern of sound designers, incor-
porating both production quality in technical terms and a
design’s rich and refined conceptual foundation. Interviewees
stated that only this combination would result in high-quality
designs with their own character, rather than sounds that
merely reference established sounds of “heritage artefacts.”
Emotional and expressive qualities should form a core ele-
ment of every sound used, meaning that even for purely
functional sounds a designer should ask, “What emotion
should be expressed in this instance?”

Systems of sonic relations create connections between all
sounds emitted by an object. A holistic sound design process
therefore works towards a core sonic identity. As Hug and
Misdariis put it, “sounds have to be part of a holistic design
of an artifact and its process, in order to fulfill the potential
role of sound to be ‘the voice of things”’ [23, p. 26].
While Hug andMisdariis’ primary focus is on product sound
design, the link to robotic agents is not far fetched, and their
goal of providing actionable guidelines for sound designers
alignswellwith the aimsof this paper.Applying their concep-
tual framework to robot sound design, one could propose the
following design recommendations: (1) Robot sound should
be informed by a combination of the sound designer’s intu-
ition and insights from behavioral studies. (2) The various
elements of a robot’s sound design should inform and refer-
ence each other to create a clear and recognisable core sound
identity. (3) All robot sound, not just affective utterances,
should aim to convey emotional and expressive qualities. (4)
Robot sound should be based on a clearly defined conceptual
foundation. It should be noted that while recommendations
1, 2, and 4 can be viewed as generally applicable regardless
of application context, recommendation 3 applies to robots
which, just like products, aim to delight their users with
engaging and pleasant interactions. In applications where
communication is purely functional, or where an attachment
to the robot may even be undesirable, such as in military
or rescue operations, designers may deliberately avoid emo-
tional and expressive qualities. Carpenter, for example, notes
how the deployment of humanoid robots in bomb disposal
units could create attachments that “complicate emotional
and ethical issues in terms of how human team members
view the robot” [10, p 609].

2.2.2 Narrative Metatopics

Earlier work by Hug [22] presents a range of narrative
metatopics, defined as “abstracted themes and attributes asso-
ciated with narratively significant artifacts” [23, p. 28] (see
Table 1). These metatopics emerged in structured group dis-
cussions around thirty films and games, where the sound
component played a significant interpretive role. They rep-
resent a range of qualities inherent to an object or to an
interaction with an object, which can be communicated
through sound.

While Hug applies these metatopics in the context of
product sound design, they too are applicable in the context
of HRI. Notions such as nature and judgement of artefact,
manifestation of life, and qualities of control, for example,
resonate with HRI concepts such as robot perception, ani-
macy, and agency. In practice, the metatopics can be used
during the designer’s concept creation process by provid-
ing metaphors that inform and guide the design process.
This could, for example, be done by asking “What is the
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Table 1 Narrative Metatopics proposed by Hug. Adapted from [22]

Nature and judgement of artefact Structural states

Qualities of use Manifestation of life

Qualities of control Gesturality

Power/energy and its qualities Transformation processes

Energy/power life cycles and dramaturgy Temporal structure

Atmosphere, mood

atmosphere/gesturality/structural state of this robot and how
should sound communicate these qualities?”

2.3 Film Sound–HRI as a Narrative to be Scored

The interaction between a human and a robot can also be
viewed as a narrative that is scored using sound and music.
This perspective brings it in line with sound design practices
in film and interactive media and thereby makes it possible
to draw from conceptual work in those domains.

2.3.1 A Spectrum of Sound

A high-level perspective on sound in film can be found in
esteemed sound designer Walter Murch’s conceptual spec-
trum of sound [34], shown in Fig. 3.Murch places film sound
across a one-dimensional spectrum ranging from language
(encoded) to music (embodied) with natural sound design
in between. Hybrid forms then comprise linguistic sound
effects, such as a knock on the door, and musical sound
effects, like musically embellished nature soundscapes. He
defines encoded sound as sound, whose meaning has to be
extracted, as opposed to embodied sound, which is experi-
enced directly. Amore thorough review of the terms encoded
and embodied beyond Murch’s application is beyond the
scope of this paper. Murch suggests that five evenly spaced
items across this spectrum result in the most transparent and
at the same time information-rich soundscapes. It results in
sonic environments that are “simultaneously dense and clear”
[34, p. 20]. He also notes how a sound’s position on this spec-
trum has implications for the spatial distribution it should
have. An example he gives is the fact that encoded sound

Fig. 3 Murch’s conceptual spectrum of sound. Adapted from [34]

like dialogue or footsteps is traditionally centered, regardless
of the location of the actors on screen, while more embod-
ied sounds such as atmospheres or music are often freely
distributed across the space to make full use of the spatial
sound capabilities of the cinema environment. Essentially,
as sounds move to the right of this spectrum, sound locali-
sation becomes a more expressive sound design dimension,
while sound on the left side is more restrained by listener
expectations.

While this high-level perspective on film sound does not
provide accurate categorisations for all types of sound, it is
a useful tool to position sounds in context with each other.
In the context of HRI, it provides a framework for looking
not at individual robot utterances, but at soundscapes that
accompany human-robot interaction narratives. For exam-
ple, when looking at a robot utterance during an interaction,
one might ask, which other four sound elements across the
language-music spectrum could be used to fully score this
scene. The spatial considerations are notable as well, as this
framework provides an explanation for the dominance of
single-source sound systems in the speech-oriented field of
social robotics. It should be noted that the idea of scoring
human-robot interactions with additional environmental fac-
tors may be enriching in some applications, but unnecessary
and distracting in others. These two cases are illustrated in
the case studies in this paper, where robot Cozmo (Sect. 3.1)
features interactions that are fully scored with music emitted
by a smart phone companion app, while the sound of robot
Kuri (Sect. 3.3) is deliberately constrained to a small number
of utterances to blend into the background.

2.3.2 Functions of Sound in Film and Interactive Media

Looking at sound in film and interactive media, we addi-
tionally find a wealth of functions sound can fulfil. Theorists
in that domain have produced various collections of sound
functions with various levels of detail [14,15,27]. The per-
hapsmost thorough andmethodical classification is proposed
by Wingstedt, who assigns functions to categories and sub-
sequently assigns these categories to classes [53]. For this
paper, we will focus on four key classes, emotive, informa-
tive, descriptive, and guiding (see Fig. 4). To illustrate these
four categories, it is helpful to imagine an example scene
from a film: two people having a conversation in a room.

The emotive class uses sound to communicate and influ-
ence emotions. It contains the use of sound to describe
emotions, describe relationships, and induce moods, among
others. The example scenario could use music to underscore
the conversation between the two people, conveying how
they currently feel, how they feel about each other, what
the emotional subtext of the conversation is, and how this
conversation might impact their future behaviour.
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Fig. 4 A selection of Wingstedt’s functions of sound. Adapted from
[53]

The informative class uses sound to communicate addi-
tional information and context to the listener. It does so
by communicating meaning and values, and by establishing
recognition. In the example, this could be the use of histori-
cal soundscapes from outside the room that invoke a specific
time period, or the use of metaphors like police sirens to
indicate the neighbourhood the conversation takes place in
and, by extension, the social status of the people involved.
It could also involve the use of musical motifs for the indi-
vidual characters, or musical material that conveys the wider
significance of the conversation, and whether it has positive
or negative connotations with regards to future events.

The descriptive class uses sound to describe settings and
activities. It emphasises information that is already com-
municated through other channels and adds and clarifies
information thatwould otherwise be ambiguous. In the exam-
ple case, any events inside and outside the room could be
sonified, describing environment, time of day, and season. It
could also be used to clarify the actions of the two people,
such as indicating one person’s tight grip around a leather
chair through creaking to indicate the force used and, by
extension, how tense the person is.

The guiding class uses sound to guide listeners through
the experience. It does so by emphasising elements which
are important and de-emphasizing or hiding elements which
are not. In the example scene, the breathing of one person
could be amplified to focus attention on their inner state.
In moments of silence, a subtle but noticeable room tone
might be added to avoid complete silence,which, in a cinema,
would draw attention to the sounds present in the viewing
room itself, such as whispering in the audience or projector
humming.
Analysing the various sounds emitted by robots through the
lens of these functions provides several benefits. (1) It pro-
vides a pragmatic, goal-oriented view on a design process,
helping practitioners more closely examine the motivation

behind their creative decisions. (2) It ensures designers make
full use of the communicative potential of sound, thereby
avoiding missed opportunities. For example, a designer
might ask what function is fulfilled by the sound they are
currently integrating, or, in reverse, which roles sound could
play in the scenario they are currently designing for.

3 Case Studies–Commercial Social Robots

We have so far covered a range of sound design consid-
erations both from within and beyond HRI. This section
examines the design process of three sound designers who
created sound for commercial social robots (see Fig. 5). By
conducting a detailed examination of the designers’ process
we aim to (1) gain insights on current practices in sound
design for robots in real-world applications, (2) hear about
the lessons learnt and challenges faced along the way, and
(3) identify ways in which industry design work and HRI
research could inform and enrich each other.

Our selection criteria for the case studies were (1) having
a dedicated audio professional responsible for the robots’
sound and (2) having budgets large enough to allow design-
ers to develop concepts and iterate content over an extended
period of time. We conducted qualitative interviews with
the sound designers, asking them about their conceptual
approach to the designs, and the creative and technical
aspects of the design process. The interviews were subse-
quently analysed using thematic analysis [5]. However, it
should be noted that thematic analysis of expert interviews
commonly involves a higher number of interviewees which
was not feasible in our case due to the small pool of suit-
able participants. Quotations in this section are taken from
the interviews with the respective expert. Full transcripts are
available as supplementary data.

Fig. 5 The robots discussed in the interviews include Vector (left), Jibo
(middle), and Kuri (right). The sizes depicted are not to scale
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3.1 Cozmo andVector

Cozmo andVector are two palm-sized robots initially created
by manufacturer Anki, which is no longer operating. The
robots are currently sold and maintained by consumer robot
company Digital Dream Labs. Cozmo is a toy robot aimed
at children and operated with a smart phone. It can recog-
nize faces and play games with a user, among other things
[38]. Vector is based on the same robot body as Cozmo, but
features an integrated chip that allows it to run without an
accompanying mobile app. It is targeted at young adults and
older. Neither robots use speech and instead communicate
through semantic-free utterances. The sound of both robots
was designed by, and under the supervision of, Anki audio
lead Ben Gabaldon. The following themes emerged from a
one-hour interview with him.
Creating a believable fictional character was the core con-
cern and main challenge throughout the design process for
both Cozmo and Vector. For Cozmo, a common creative
foundation among designers that guided all creative choices
was not established before content generation. According to
Gabaldon, it is “impossible to create compelling content”
unless “you understand what the robot is.” A key question
that needs to be answered at the very beginning is therefore:
“What is the fiction?” Learning from this during the design
of Cozmo, Vector later had a character director, whose task
was to answer this exact question.

Character and fiction were established through the use
of metaphors. Cozmo was initially meant to sound like a
“fine Swiss watch,” in order to “invent” what is “under the
shell,” enhancing how users perceive the product quality of
the primarily plastic robot. These ideas can also be found
in the discussions around product and consequential sound
[31,48]. The actual final metaphor used for designing Cozmo
was a “bratty child” or “toddler,” which then moved the
sound design focus from “high-tech” to more natural sound-
ing gibberish speech. Cozmo’s sound is primarily comprised
of processed utterances by a voice actor. This presents an
interesting tension between communicating product qual-
ity and personality. In the case of Cozmo, personality was
ultimately prioritised. In Vector, on the other hand, Gabal-
don aimed for a sound design that can communicate both.
Vector needed to use sound to differentiate itself from the
similar-looking Cozmo. That, combined with the older tar-
get audience, required a different metaphor. Vector should be
a “small foreign creature” and behave like fennec foxes or
parrots, “intelligent creatures that can communicate in their
own way.” Vector was conceptualised as having a vocal tract
made out of “moving small motors,” allowing it to sound
modern and foreign, while being in line with the character
fiction. Vector’s sound is largely built with processed record-
ings of a shoe shine machine.

Speaking of metaphors, Gabaldon also mentions a third,
never released, human-sized robot by Anki. Due to its size
and its target audience, adults, it was meant to be “more like
a golden retriever” which would be a “larger, more intelli-
gent creature that, instead of being startled by objects, would
acknowledge them.” The sound design approach was then
planned to be more “smooth and selective.”
Regarding the design process, Gabaldon notes how the
robots’ face and body animations, and sound were being
developed at the same time. Audio production therefore
needed to be fast and flexible, so that content could quickly
be integrated into new animations. This enabled animators to
present their work in context, which was necessary for their
separate feedback processes. For Cozmo, this flexibility and
speed was achieved by not creating isolated sound, but a
large, modular set of sound events, “basic building blocks,”
which could then quickly be combined to create a broad vari-
ety of longer expressions. In Gabaldon’s words, once a new
sound was created, it was “accessible to any other animation
so you organically just develop a larger and larger personality
palette.”

Sound design was initially done to videos of the robot,
but the eventual mapping of sound events to movement
was implemented using Wwise [2], an audio middleware
used to implement sound assets into video games. This
essentially separated the design process into two phases, a
content production phasewhere individual sound assets were
designed, and an implementation phase, where these sound
assets where assembled intomore high-level expressions and
synced to robot behaviour. Gabaldon notes how he would
occasionally return to the first stage to further develop or
replace individual building blocks. Speaking about the evalu-
ation of the designs,Gabaldon describes it as a “group effort.”
Creative choicesweremade in an iterative design process and
evaluated by a small group of designers and stakeholders.
Among others, this iterative feedback process had to address
one specific challenge. Gabaldon notes the key requirement
of emotive clarity: making Cozmo and Vector communicate
their personality through clear affective utterances. He men-
tions two challenges. (1) Affective utterances which were
clear to Gabaldon were not clear to other members of the
team. (2) Affective utterances that were clear when look-
ing at the robot were not clear when the robot was out of
sight. Previous work in HRI has shown how changes in con-
text influence interpretations of affective utterances, see e.g.
[40].

The team explored various solutions. An early idea for
Cozmowas to take inspiration fromnon-verbal fictional char-
acters like Star Wars’ Chewbacca and Han Solo, and have
a third party translate what Cozmo says. The robot could
thereby make complex and unintelligible sounds, whose
meaning would then be translated by an English-speaking
“peripheral character.” This would essentially remove the
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need for emotive clarity, and allow Cozmo to sound as
“unique and foreign” as desired. However, this approach was
not pursued further, due to the resulting need to not only com-
municate Cozmo’s fiction, but to “sell this whole universe”
including additional supportive characters.

Instead, the process for achieving emotional clarity with
Cozmo was as follows. Utterances were based on recordings
with voice actors under the direction of Gabaldon, who notes
the importance of directing actors to get “the right perfor-
mance.” Parallels can be drawn here to works in HRI, which
aim to use the experience and intuition of creatives to inform
utterance design. Savery et al. generate emotional prosody
with a machine learning model trained on improvisations
by vocalists [44]. Robot movement sonifications have been
informed by actors [37] and musicians [16]. Gabaldon notes
how this directing of voice actors is a skill that needs to be
developed in order to get high-quality sound material to fur-
ther process. Finished utterances would then be evaluated by
other members of the team, both with the animations and iso-
lated without context. The emotive clarity of the utterances
was qualitatively assessed by small groups of designers, and
refined over several iterations.

In summary, the design of the utterances was based on
the experience and instinct of the sound designer, as well
as on qualitative feedback from small groups of team mem-
bers. HRI literature on the topic was not consulted, nor was
quantitative evaluation performed.
During the development of Vector, Gabaldon explored vari-
ous ways to have the robot’s behaviour change over time and
to introduce variation in the interactions that would result in
“slightly different” robots for each user. He calls this adap-
tive audio. One idea was for the robot’s utterances to become
more complex and refined, as its perceived understanding of
the objects in its environment developed over time. Gabal-
don gives an example of the robot reacting to being too close
to the corner of the table. After five occurrences of this it
would identify the corner with a “rudimentary word,” which
then gets more refined after 15 occurrences. The robot “can
start creating words around these [objects or events] depend-
ing on the number of times he experiences them.” At this
point in development, Vector’s way of communicating was
decided to be much less human-like than Cozmo, and this
notion of language development was abandoned. Gabaldon
believes, however, that withmore development time the team
could have found alternative ways to represent a noticeable
and convincing development of Vector’s language over time,
even if that language was far removed from human speech.

Another application of adaptive audio was a more imme-
diate variation of the robot sound. Vector has an internal
parameter called “Stimulation,” which represents its level
of engagement with the environment. Calling Vector by its
name sets the value to 1. Not interacting with the robot even-
tually lowers the value down to 0. This global parameter

Fig. 6 The meta parameter stimulation affects the playback of expres-
sions, changing probability of occurrence, and average length of
expression, among others

affects, which of the many variations of Vector’s various
utterances are played back in any given interaction. As a
result, direct interaction with Vector involves complex and
attention-grabbing sound, while having Vector run in the
background, wouldmake him use shorter, softer, unobtrusive
sounds that do not draw attention. According to Gabaldon,
“people [...] might enjoy the engagement but as soon as they
want to [...] work or do anything else it needs to get quiet.”
This mapping is shown in Fig. 6.

Vector was planned to have several of these high-level
internal parameters which could be used to influence the
audio on a global level. For example, the amount of an emo-
tion like fear could then be used to apply a tremolo effect on
all audio output, to “make it seem like he’s shivering.” Pre-
cisely defining Vector’s character was ultimately prioritised
over more expansive adaptive audio, and this was therefore
not implemented. However, some of the ideas were expanded
on in a patent filing [54].
Gabaldon differentiates between the above-mentioned adap-
tive audio techniques and procedural audio. The latter
describes the real-time translation of internal robot data into
sound. In the case of Vector, Gabaldon took data from the
robot’s head, lift, wheels, and screen to generate audio output.
Themotivation for this was to present the user with “interest-
ing reactive sound,” a complex audio system for a complex
piece of technology. However, emotive clarity turned out
to be a challenge, and much of the emotion and character
meant to come across was lost. In Gabaldon’s words, “[a
scared robot’s] fast-moving motors informing an audio sys-
tem don’t necessarily sound scared.” Here, parallels can be
drawn to findings by Frid et al., who explored what affective
meaning participants perceived in the natural motor sound
accompanying robot gestures [20]. More generally, work in
HRI has explored real-time sonification of robot motion to
affect vocal timbre [36], and utterance volume and prosody
[4,45].

Vector’s procedural audio system was eventually almost
completely disabled, despite being fully implemented and
functional. Gabaldon argues that “having an audio system
that’s responding to speed, mood, temperature, time of day
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[...] doesn’t really create interesting interactions.” Instead,
communicating a “compelling character” through “bespoke
sounds” does. He does, however, note that access to more
parameters of the robot’s internal state, combined with more
development time might have resulted in a procedural audio
system that could compete with hand-authored content.
Cozmo and Vector’s utterances can be separated into vari-
ous categories of sound. However, for Gabaldon, all these
categories constitute the “voice” of the robot and their core
purpose is to create a believable character and communicate
personality. Gabaldon divides Cozmo’s sound into three cat-
egories. Vocal utterances are its way of speaking, sounds
associated to movement on Cozmo’s screen communicate
facial expression, and sounds accompanying the robot’s lift
movement communicate body language. Vector has four cat-
egories of sound: head, lift, treads, and what Gabaldon calls
the emotional layer. While the former three are again closely
linked to the robots screen and body movement, the latter is
not synced to anymovement, but rather an “a lot softer” layer
used to emphasise the robot’s emotion during rare, “impact-
ful moments with people.” For example, if Vector recognises
a user’s hand, it crawls up on it, and lets out a “synthe-
sized, tremolated pattern,” similar to a pet sighing. All the
above-mentioned categories still each have their own sets of
variations, as illustrated earlier in Fig. 6. This means they get
softer, shorter, and less dense when the robot is not directly
being interacted with.

Generally, every action of the robot comes with a corre-
sponding sound, or, every sound the robot makes is synced to
facial or body movement. The sole exception of this is Vec-
tor’s emotional layer. According to Gabaldon, every time the
robot does something, sound is used to “fill out that expe-
rience,” giving the sound designer “subtle opportunities to
communicate” character and personality. When used in sub-
tle ways that do not get “obnoxious over time”, sound can
then be used tomake the robot’s fiction believable by creating
an “enhanced reality.”
When asked about the relationship between robot sound
an sound in the environment and background, Gabal-
don notes that the possibility of broadcasting robot sound
to IoT-enabled sound sources like smart speakers in Vector’s
environment was considered during development. However,
the team came to the conclusion that emitting robot utter-
ances from anywhere except the robot itself “breaks the
fiction.” A believable character requires convincing and con-
sistent sound localisation. In the case of Cozmo, there is a
fully interactive musical score that accompanies the mostly
game-based interactions, which is played back via the robot’s
accompanying mobile app. However, Gabaldon notes that an
“understood andparallel”music system is different fromhav-
ing the robot communicate through different sound sources.
In his opinion, a convincing character would “respond to”
external sound events like music, rather than “sharing” that

music as its own content. The robot should be “responding
to the world with you and not creating it for you.”

This notion of responding to external stimuliwith the user
even if those stimuli are technically also triggered by the
robot was pursued further. For example, the team looked into
beat detection to sync robot movement to external music
(note the parallels to work by Hoffman and Vanunu [21]).
Another illustrative example is how Vector reacts to more
functional questions like how the weather is outside. Asking
it for the weather makes weather information appear on the
robot’s screen in a manner that pushes vectors face into the
background. In Gabaldon’s words, “he doesn’t show you the
weather with his own abilities. The weather shows up and
he responds to it. He’s still vector inside of this [...] external
utility.”

3.2 Jibo

Jibo is a foot-tall social robot for the home created by Jibo,
Inc. under Cynthia Breazeal. Like Anki, the company is no
longer operating, and Jibo is currently not available to the
general public, but to businesses and institutions in healthcare
and education. The robot communicates by using language
and additional non-verbal sounds. The sound of Jibo was
designed by, and under the supervision of, audio designer
Jeshua Whitaker. The following themes emerged from his
written answers to a series of questions.
Jibo’s sound can be categorised into three main pillars:
text-to-speech (TTS), semantic-free utterances, described as
“jiboease,” and user interface (UI) sounds. The dominant role
of the TTS system was to convey information. Utterances
would precede or follow Jibo’s sentences in order to com-
municate character and emotion. Jiboease could also appear
outside of user conversations in the form of “idle chatter,”
which Jibo would emit when left on his own. Finally, UI
sounds would sonify user actions on Jibo’s screen such as
moving sliders, pressing buttons, and sonify system events
like startup and shutdown. According to Whitaker, UI sound
design provided a “subtle way to communicate with users
when interfacing with Jibo via his menus.”
The core function of Jibo’s soundwas “to create a character
that users could connect with.” The robot’s personality was
to be “joyful, smart with a hint of sarcasm, and some dry
humor.” The robot’s speech engine allowed for some control
over prosody, patterns of stress and intonation in the lan-
guage, but this proved insufficient to convey an expressive
personality and the bulk of character communication was
therefore done by the semantic-free utterances. These were
specifically developed with that function in mind, allowing
Jibo to go beyond the limited prosody of the TTS engine
to “communicate more colorful emotions such as sadness or
excitement.”
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Communicating emotions clearly and unambiguously was
a recurring challenge throughout the design process, both (1)
when utterances were heard on their own, and (2) when utter-
anceswere combinedwith othermodalities, such as graphical
screen elements or gestures. User surveys during develop-
ment showed that semantic-free utterances would reliably
convey the desired emotion around 40% of the time. As
part of a multi-modal expression system, they were more
successful, reaching a 70% success rate. This, however,
was additionally helped by restricting the conveyed emo-
tions to simple, broad categories, such as happiness and
sadness, rather than more nuanced notions like sarcasm.
This resonates with findings by Read and Belpaeme, who
demonstrated how humans tend to interpret robot utterances
categorically, drawn towards prototypical emotions [41].
Jibo’s sound design process can broadly be separated into a
creation, and an implementation phase. The process started
with early concept work which was informed by popular
designs in science fiction, like R2D2 and Wall-E, and also
included conversations with these two characters’ sound
designer, Ben Burtt. The first six months of the design pro-
cess did not involve the physical robot. Instead, sound choice
and timing were sketched out using linear video clips (“to
picture”). Designs were iteratively validated using user sur-
veys, which, according to Whitaker, “helped simplify how
we use the robot speech sounds and gave more focus to
what worked and [what did not].” Finally, sounds would be
integrated into the physical robot, adjusted to the acoustical
properties of Jibo’s sound system, and mapped to various
behavioural parameters. Whitaker notes, that in an ideal sce-
nario, more time would have been spent on conceptual work
at the very beginning of this design process to more precisely
“outline the use case of the robot and see where audio and
communication slots in.”
Whitaker faced various challenges throughout the design
process. His sound design had to take into account limitations
of Jibo’s sound system, two speakers on the left and right of
the robot’s head. Besides frequency limitations - frequencies
below 170Hz had to be avoided - he notes that users would
not receive direct sound from Jibo’s speakers, as the speakers
would rarely face the listener directly. Instead, users would
hear the sounds’ reflections from the walls around the robot.
This would “throw some users off since we tend to locate
objects based onwhere our ears perceive the first sound.” His
suggestion to address this problem is to use a forward-facing
speaker for speech output. (See also Brock and Martinson’s
work on “auditory perspective taking” [8].) Jibo’s head addi-
tionally acted as a resonating chamber, meaning sounds had
to be processed to account for this before implementation.
Another challenge was the previously mentioned ambiguity
of the robot’s semantic-free utterances. Whitaker notes that
if he were to design sound for a new social robot he would
rely on recent advances in text-to-speech engine capabili-

ties to shift the task of communication emotion exclusively
to speech, removing the need for a semantic-free robot lan-
guage altogether.
Implementing sound into Jibo and making it responsive
to user actions was done in several ways. All non-speech
sound is stored as sound files, meaning no sound is gener-
ated in real time during interaction with the user. Sounds
are tagged with meta-data, allowing narrative designers to
pick appropriate sounds for various situations. Each type of
sound consists of a group of subtle variations, from which
one is randomly selected during playback in order to cre-
ate variety. Jibo also has an internal parameter which keeps
track of how recently somebody interacted with him. The
earlier-mentioned “idle chatter,” utterances outside of user
conversations, are linked to this internal parameter, affecting
Jibo’s sound when he is ignored for longer periods of time.
Whitaker notes, that with today’s technology, he would have
aimed for a “smarter emotional system” which could have
taken in real-time parameters like environment sound, light,
or a user’s facial expressions to inform the robot’s sound
output in a more responsive way.

3.3 Kuri

Kuri is a social robot for the home. It is half a meter tall and
was designed and produced byMayfield Robotics. The com-
pany is no longer operating and the robot never made it to
market. Kuri is said to have an expressive personality which
it communicates solely via semantic-free utterances. The
robot’s sound was developed and realised by Connor Moore,
audio user experience lead for California-based CMoore
Sound. The following themes emerged from a 1-hour inter-
view with him.
Moore notes three core design goals that guided the devel-
opment process. (1) Kuri should express himself in a positive
and welcoming way to gently integrate into people’s homes,
despite being what is essentially a foreign object. (2) Kuri
should be able to effectively communicate basic concepts like
positive and negative statements, and simple emotions like
happy or sad, and have those quickly and intuitively under-
stood by the humans around it. (3) The sound of Kuri should
reflect theMayfield Robotics brand, providing a through line
across potential future robots released by the company.
Kuri wasmeant to communicate a delightful personality that
was “bright” and “cheerful,” being “a joy to have around in
your home.” Its sound should communicate “organic” qual-
ities with a certain degree of “imperfection,” while also not
being too human, as designers were concerned that too high
a degree of anthropomorphism would make the robot appear
“smarter than it should,” running the risk of over-promising
and under-delivering functionality.
Moore took all the above-mentionedgoals and considerations
into account when designing Kuri’s voice, and eventually
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arrived at the following design. The sound of Kuri’s voice is
modeled after an mbira, an African thumb piano. The sonic
characteristics of the instrument were digitally reproduced
in a process called re-synthesis, which allowed Moore to
then apply arbitrary pitch and volume contours. He could
then “model [...] human intonation” while preserving the
“organic quality and [...] imperfection” of the source mate-
rial. Additional processing of the sounds would include
cyclical modulation of the sound volume to create purring
or growling. Some expressions included additional sound
effects like the beating of a heart, and alert sounds used for
waking alarms. While these sounds were separate from the
robot’s central sound source, the modelled mbira, they were
integrated in a way that made them part of the robot’s lan-
guage and kept them “based in the organic.” The rationale
for this was consistency in the robot’s sound characteristics.
Moore notes that having a “consistent thread” was essential
for the Mayfield Robotics sound branding and was therefore
a “primary goal” of this sound design process. Kuri’s sound
needed to be consistent and at the same time effectively ful-
fill its various functions. This same design approach can be
found in the framework discussed in Sect. 2.2, particularly
regarding notions of a core sonic identity. The timbre can
also be seen as a leitmotif (see Sect. 2.3.2) that is present
throughout all interactions with the robot.
Moore’s design process consisted of four stages: (1) Dis-
covery and Strategy, (2) Creation, (3) Iteration, and (4)
Optimization.

Phase one involved research into the various ways robots
communicate, both in current real-world implementations
and in fictional depictions. References included robots Vec-
tor and Jibo, and historical andmore current popular fictional
robots from science fiction. This phase also included research
into the possible ways the Mayfield brand could be commu-
nicated.

Phase two involved extensive prototyping of a broad range
of possible sound design approaches. This enabled Moore to
explore and quickly assess different directions for the robot’s
sound, particularly in regard to the previously established
design goals. Moore explored, among others, various acous-
tical sources like wind instruments, processed and layered
vocal recordings, synthetic UI sound based on simple sine
tones, and musical phrases that used melody and harmony
to communicate, as opposed to sounds resembling human
prosody. These diverse approaches could then be compared
to choose a general direction for the sounddesign of the robot.
After synthetic approaches “didn’t seem quite rich enough,”
the team arrived at the above-mentioned mbira as rich and
flexible source material.

Phase three was the iterative extension and refinement of
this approach, involving continuous content production by
Moore, feedback from Mayfield executives, as well as user
testing with groups sourced both from within the company

as well as externally. The key question in this endeavour was
whether Kuri’s sound could “maintain that consistency and
be functional at the same time,”whether userswould perceive
a common thread throughout the robot’s various utterances,
and whether these utterances could effectively communicate
their intended content.

During theOptimisation phase, thefinal set of sound assets
was played back through the physical robot and adjusted to
take into account the acoustical characteristics ofKuri’s loud-
speakers.Moore notes, however, that it was crucial to already
involve the physical robot early in the design process, as this
allowed him to (1) consider loudspeaker characteristics dur-
ing early sound design ideation, and (2) assess how different
sound approaches would play out in context. Finally, May-
field’s engineers would integrate the finalised audio assets
provided by Moore.
Moore’s background in sound branding and audio user expe-
rience design is reflected in hisdesignapproach, particularly
regarding notions of expression, immersion, and variation.
Unlike the two other sound designers with game-audio back-
grounds,Moore was not involved in the final implementation
of sound assets and Kuri does not feature the sonic variation
commonly found in video game sound to create a believable
fiction, or an immersive experience.

Instead, Moore favors a “simple design language” in line
with what he calls “considerate or polite design.” To him,
deep variation can be useful in avoiding annoyance resulting
from excessive repetition, but also runs the risk of becom-
ing confusing. He notes that this choice needs to be highly
considered and “very thoughtful in its execution.” As an
alternative, a language that is deliberately constrained and
simple is a powerful way to introduce sound cues that are
clear and intuitive, as well as “respectful to our environ-
ments;” sounds that can “exist in our spaces without taking
up too much space.” When asked how designing for Kuri
differed from more conventional product sound design, he
emphasizes that the robot’s language is significantly more
“playful” than products like mobile apps. In his opinion,
product sounds should be “simple,” “reserved,” and “sophis-
ticated.” In contrast to that, “Kuri was much more playful
than a lot of products should be.”
When asked about constraints he faced during the design
process, Moore mentions that a step-wise integration of vari-
ation parameters was to be considered at a later point in
Kuri’s life cycle, but this was ultimately halted when May-
field ceased operations.Moore notes that the role of variation
should have ideally been thoroughly and comprehensively
mapped out during the early conceptual phase. He also notes
that he would have welcomed having additional time during
the early design phases to explore more directions. Another
constraint Moore faced was Kuri’s loudspeaker capabili-
ties. Using loudspeakers which could comfortably reach the
frequency range between 200Hz and 500Hzwould have pro-
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vided Moore with a broader sound palette to work with. He
notes that lower pitch ranges “tend to be warmer and more
inviting and welcoming,” as well as “more polite and more
soothing.” Kuri’s technical specifications therefore impacted
its ability to convey character, personality, and emotional
expression.
Kuri’s affective communication is limited to a small number
of core emotions, like happiness, sadness, and, in rare occa-
sions, frustration. These expressions, called “Romojis,” are
then further differentiated by intensity, meaning Kuri could,
for example, express pure joy, or slight sadness. The utter-
ances were then combined with the robot’s expressive eyes
and a light source in its chest to create multimodal affec-
tive expressions. Mayfield’s user testing showed how this
combination allowed Kuri to effectively convey the intended
emotions (see also Löffler and colleagues’ work on the mul-
timodal interplay between color, motion and sound [28]).
When asked whether equivalents to Kuri’s affective utter-
ances can be found in more conventional product sound
design, Moore states that he sees considerable common
ground between the two. In his words, “you’re always trying
to convey some type of emotion through a product or a brand
sound.” Conveying emotional qualities through all aspects of
the sound design is also mentioned by Hug and Misdariis in
their sound design framework discussed in Sect. 2.2.

4 Candidate Design Principles

This section presents the core contribution of this paper: nine
candidate design principles for robot sound, shown in Fig. 7.
The principles are assigned to the following themes:

– Fiction–the conceptual foundation of the robot sound
design

– Source–the perceived cause of sound and the physical
location of the sound source

– Scope–the elements making up a comprehensive sound
design

– Interactivity–the way in which robot sound reacts to the
environment and develops over time

– ContentProduction–the iterative process throughwhich
audio assets are created and evaluated

Throughout this section, we present and describe each
principle, addressing (1) what it is, (2) why it is relevant, and
(3) how it could be implemented. The latter two points make
reference to the frameworks in Sect. 2, the case studies in
Sect. 3, and related work in HRI. We offer these principles to
guide designers in creating rich, refined, and comprehensive
sound designs for robotic agents. We welcome these prin-
ciples being challenged and do not see them as rules to be
followed, but rather as a framework to assess new and exist-
ing designs, and help in identifying missed opportunities.

4.1 Fiction

Fiction is a key element in robot sound design, and comprises
the need for a clearly defined character as well as working
towards a believable physical object.

Designing for a clearly defined character means teams
have a clear and shared idea of the character and personality
they are creating sound for. This ensures all designed sound
is in line with the core fiction of the character, allowing that
character to be communicated more effectively. This design

Fig. 7 Robot sound design space with candidate design principles
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principle is a core aspect of many of the themes presented
in this paper. While not aiming to create believable fictional
characters, Hug and Misdariis’ work in Sect. 2.2 emphasises
the importance of having sound design draw from a concep-
tually refined foundation that can inform all design decisions
throughout the production process. Whitaker mentions the
value of a comprehensive conceptual foundation as the first
step of the design process. InMoore’s design, this foundation
takes into account core characteristics of both the robot and
the brand, and is communicated through a finely tuned sound
set that consistently conveys a clearly defined identity.Gabal-
don laments the initial lack of that foundation for his robot
sound, which made it challenging to create a large, coherent
set of sounds that effectively communicates one character
and personality. Hug and Misdariis describe this as “Sys-
tems of Sonic Relations.” Further, their NarrativeMetatopics
(Sect. 2.2.2) provide a broad range of possible notions that
can inform the design concept. Applying the principle dur-
ing the creation or evaluation of robot sound would, among
others, involve the following questions. What is the core
fiction of this robot character? What is a possible history?
What are possible personality traits? How could this fiction
be communicated through the robot’s utterances, movement
sonification, and other sound? What types of sound would
contradict this character?

Teams should also have a shared idea of the robot as a
believable physical object. This means getting a complete
picture of the visible and hidden robot characteristics, like
size, shape, and materials, and then considering how these
characteristics are communicated through sound. It should be
considered how sound either emphasises the characteristics,
like giving a deep voice to a large robot, or how sound perhaps
communicates something different, like sonifying the move-
ment of a plastic robot with metallic sound. Communicating
physical robot characteristics through sound is another com-
mon theme in the literature and case studies presented in this
paper. Wingstedt notes how sound in film is used to describe
and clarify physical settings and activities (see Sect. 2.3).
Gabaldon speaks of “inventing”what is “under the shell” of a
robot. Moore andWhitaker mention how different aspects of
robot embodiment and sound inform each other’s design and
emphasise the need to iteratively asses sounds played through
the robot itself. Various works in HRI support this notion, as
well. Read emphasises that robot utterance design needs to
take into account robot embodiment [39]. Moore comes to
the same conclusion after investigating the perceived appro-
priateness of robot voices on different embodiments [32].
For the design of social robot Miro, Moore and Mitchinson
take inspiration from mammal vocalisations to create a real-
time vocal synthesiser that generates believable utterances
in line with the appearance of the animal-like robot [33].
Much of the work on consequential sound is based on the
idea of communicating robot characteristics through motor

sound (e.g. [30,31,48]). Applying the principle during the
creation or evaluation of robot sound would, among others,
involve the following questions. What information, whether
factual or made up, about the robot’s materials and physical
capabilities should be communicated?How could sound sup-
port this? What types of sound would contradict the physical
attributes we are trying to convey?

4.2 Source

Sound sources are perceptually relevant elements of a robot’s
sound design, both in terms of the perceived causes of sound
(Who is addressing me right now?) and in terms of the sound
localisation (Where is the sound coming from?). In both of
the following principles, sound plays a significant role in
drawing a border between the robot and its environment.
Designers should therefore consider the real and perceived
sources in their robot sound and how these support, or distract
from the sounds’ intended message.

Deliberately attributing sound to specific sourcesmeans
to consider the perceived causes of any sound designed by the
robot. One might differentiate, for example, between sound
“spoken” by the robot to address the user, UI sound emitted
by the robot in response to some external input (e.g. receiv-
ing a message), and artificial movement sound emitted by
the robot as part of its fiction. In robots Cozmo and Vector,
these distinctions are drawn clearly. Robot utterances are dif-
ferent from an “understood and parallel” music system, and
different from notification sounds associated with external
stimuli. Jibo draws distinctions as well. While speech and
robot utterances are part of the robot’s language system, UI
sounds are part of the robot’s screen interface and adhere to
different language conventions, namely those of appliances,
smartphones, and tablets. Both Whitaker and Gabaldon note
the importance ofmaintaining clear sound cause attributions.
Jibo’s loudspeaker placement sometimes places speech away
from the robot’s mouth, namely at walls around the robot,
which is described as a design flaw. Cozmo and Vector both
had the chance to emit sound from loudspeakers in their
environment and did not, in order to maintain their fiction.
Moore, on the other hand, makes the conscious design deci-
sion to derive all robot sound - utterances, UI, alerts - from
a common source material, prioritising a consistent sound
experience over differentiating these sub categories. Apply-
ing this principle during the creation or evaluation of robot
sound would, among others, involve the following questions.
Who or what is the perceived emitter of this sound (the char-
acter, third parties, environment)? Are these different causes
of sound sufficiently distinguishable from each other, or are
they meant to blend?

Deliberate spatial localisation is one of the key actions
designers can take to attribute sounds to different sources. It
involves making conscious decisions on exactly where the
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robot emits sound, both on the robot itself and in the robot’s
environment. Possible speaker locations can, for example,
include the robot’s face and body, peripheral IoT deviceswith
audio capabilities, and smartphones andwearables.Whitaker
suggests using different speakers for different types of robot
sound, by, for example, emitting UI sounds through Jibo’s
stereo speakers to the left and right of the face, while emit-
ting speech from a central speaker close to the robot’s mouth.
In Cozmo, Gabaldon spatially separates robot utterances and
musical score, placing the former exclusively with the robot,
and music exclusively away from it. Parallels can be drawn
to the Spectrum of Sound by Murch, shown in Section 2.3.1.
He notes how listeners have clear expectations of the locali-
sation of sound directly attributed to a source (like language
or footsteps), whereas musical sound can be spatialised more
freely without feeling unnatural. The perceptual relevance of
sound localisation in HRI has been explored by Cha et al.,
who investigated how robot sound can help humans localise
it in their environment [11]. Beyond that, the role of spatial
sound as well as the attribution of sound to different sources
is comparatively underexplored. More broadly, Wingstedt’s
Guiding Class, described in Sect. 2.3.2 suggests how sound
canbeused to direct attention to different objects or aspects of
an interaction.With a parameter like sound localisation, these
effects can be applied in the spatial context of HRI scenar-
ios. Applying this principle during the creation or evaluation
of robot sound would, among others, involve the following
questions. Does the robot emit sound that is not meant to be
attributed to it? Is the physical source of the sound in line
with its perceived source? Can we communicate something
through spatial localisation that might help with our mes-
sage?

4.3 Scope

Comprehensive sound design considers all sound that is,
and that could be emitted by the robot as part of the design
process. Every robot action is an opportunity to communicate
through sound and all robot sound communicates something.
Thismeans that the sound of a robot is not limited to the audio
assets that were implemented into it, but instead it is an accu-
mulation of all sound emitted by the robot, both deliberate
and unintentional. Designers should therefore consider (1)
what message any given robot sound conveys, and (2) what
message it should convey about robot character, personality,
state, and others. Comprehensive designs use a wide vari-
ety of sound or deliberate silence to support, augment, and
enhance all robot actions, such as movement, facial anima-
tions and gestures. This design principle is derived from both
industry practice and findings in HRI. For example, Frid et
al. find a disconnect between inherent robot motor sound
and the emotional content of expressive gesture [20]. Frid
and Bresin therefore later blend artificial sound with robot

Fig. 8 Scope of sound design of three robots from the case studies

motion sound to improve the clarity of said gestures [19].
Other unusual applications of sound include synchronising
robotic motion with music extracts [4] and accompanying
robot gestures with infrasound [49]. Whitaker uses sound to
give a voice to Jibo during voice interactions, and to pro-
vide subtle context and guidance during touch interactions
with the robot’s screen. In Gabaldon’s work, every single
robot movement and gesture is coupled with sound. Even
when used subtly, sound reinforces core messages about
robot character and personality, and the rest of the robot fic-
tion. The scope of sound design in the three case studies is
shown in Fig. 8. Applying the principle during the creation
or evaluation of robot sound would, among others, involve
the following questions. Are there aspects of the fiction that
are currently not communicated through sound? Are there
robot actions that are currently not enhanced through sound?
What do the robot actions not deliberately accompanied with
audio sound like? Are these sounds in line with what should
be communicated? How could sound distract from charac-
teristics we do not want to emphasise?

4.4 Interactivity

Interactive sound can take various forms in human-robot
interaction. Sound can adapt to individual interaction scenar-
ios and change and develop over extended periods of time. It
can also feature subtle or more obvious variation in response
to both internal and external parameters. In the two following
principles, sound allows robots to communicate animacy and
awareness of their environment, and adjust to various inter-
action contexts. Designers should therefore consider the role
interactivity plays in their design and how this interactivity
could be achieved.

Responsive and adaptive sonic behaviour allows robot
sound to adapt to context and develop over time. By creat-
ing sonic behaviour that responds to the environment in both
obvious and subtle ways, designers can address functional
concerns such as speech intelligibility or listener fatigue, and,
more generally, create richer interactions andmorebelievable
autonomous behaviour. Examples include continually adjust-
ing parameters like volume and timbre based on environment
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noise levels, or selecting sound assets from a pool of options,
depending on parameters like “time since last interaction,”
or “number of humans present.” This design principle can be
derived from both existing work in HRI, as well as the case
studies. In the perhaps most functional example of making
robotic sound responsive to user behaviour, Brock and Mar-
tinson propose the notion of “auditory perspective taking” to
optimise a robot’s speech intelligibility. They suggest four
measures adaptive systems might take: facing the listener,
adjusting speaking volume, pausing when environmental
sounds are too loud, and moving to another location when
environmental sound persists [8]. Schwenk andArras contin-
uously sonified the distance between a human and the robot
[45]. Both Whitaker and Gabaldon implement “idle chatter”
for their robots and link its occurrence to how recently the
robots were interacted with. As a result, the robots exhibit
human-like behaviour by keeping themselves entertained
when on their own. By additionally emitting these utter-
ances in the form of unobtrusive peripheral sounds, the robot
maintains an auditory presence while seamlessly moving in
an out of focus according to user requirements. Gabaldon
also suggests adaptive behaviour with a longer time frame.
By keeping track of past experiences and slowly developing
specific utterances around those, the robot essentially forms
a language and thereby emphasises how it keeps track of
past experiences and how it learns from them. Applying this
design principle could involve the following questions. How
does sound need to be adjusted during interaction scenarios
to create seamless interactions? How could interactive sound
be used to emphasise a robot’s awareness of its environment?
Howcould adaptive soundbe used to emphasise that the robot
becomes familiar with things and people over time?

Creating variation in sound by drawing from internal or
external information provides a way to continuously modify
soundmaterial to avoid repetition andmake robot soundmore
closely resemble real-world sound sources. Compared to the
above-mentioned adaptive and responsive sound, variation
workswith amore low-level access to the audiomaterial.One
example is Vector’s motor sound sonification, which is influ-
enced by movement speed and direction. Another example
would be Whitaker providing sets of utterances with subtle
differences between them, which then randomly get selected
during interaction scenarios. Both Gabaldon and Whitaker
utilise their backgrounds in game audio and use variation
to create a more believable character. If we suspend our
disbelief and view a robot as a living thing with a person-
ality, we may not want to think about the loudspeakers and
sound assets involved in the communication process. Instead,
we may prefer a fiction such as, for example, “the robot
has a small, metallic vocal tract and cannot stop giggling.”
Variation allows fictions like that to be conveyed more con-
vincingly.An alternative, product sound-oriented approach is
demonstrated in Moore’s work on Kuri. By deliberately con-

Fig. 9 Overview of the sound design process, comprising concept
creation, content production, iterative evaluation, and implementation
phases

straining variation and focusing on a smaller set of sounds
that are designed to be unobtrusive and timeless, the robot’s
language avoids the risk of becoming unnecessary complex.
Considering the role of sonic variation during the creation
or evaluation of robot sound would, among others, involve
the following questions. Does the robot sound benefit from
imitating the variation present in real-world sounds, such as
speech, acoustical instruments, or noises? What parameters,
such as data on robot behavior or the environment, are avail-
able to be used to introduce sound variations?

4.5 Content Production

Content production relates to theway audio assets are created
and evaluated. The most relevant design considerations are
the design process, the display of emotions, and the control of
audio parameters. An archetypal design process derived from
across the case studies and design frameworks presented in
this paper is shown in Fig. 9.

Emotion display is the dominant application of semantic-
free sound in HRI research (see [55]). From a sound
designer’s perspective, sound can directly communicate the
emotions of the speaker, i.e. the robot, but it can also more
generally communicate emotional qualities through music
or sound design with musical elements, as common in film
and product sound. Designers should therefore consider the
emotional content of sounds emitted and what effect these
should have on the listener.

Across the case studies, the challenge of designing clear
and robust emotion display is tackled in various ways. Both
Whitaker and Moore use a relatively small palette of emo-
tions and create and quantitatively evaluate their designs over
multiple iterations. Moore additionally aims to convey emo-
tional qualities through all sounds emitted by the robot, not
just affective utterances towards the user. Gabaldon puts con-
siderable effort into using semantic-free utterances to clearly
communicate a rich palette ofmoods and emotions felt by the
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robots Cozmo and Vector. He goes through a large number of
iterations and collects qualitative feedback from the design
team, as opposed to the general public. He also creates a pro-
cedural audio system, but later deactivates it because it does
not meet the design goals of clarity and depth. In these cases,
the path towards successful emotion display through sound
therefore seems to be meticulous hand-authoring, thorough,
iterative evaluation, and restraint in the range of emotion dis-
played.

Despite this, reliable affective communication using
semantic-free utterances remains a challenge across the case
studies and in the HRI research community. Next to the
various methods described above, some HRI studies use
machine-learning approaches to procedurally generate emo-
tion display. One notable example of this is Read’s work on
using neural networks to learn mappings between an affect
space and utterance parameters like frequency, speech rate,
pause ratio, and rhythm, among others [39]. More recent
and ongoing work by Savery and colleagues looks into how
machine learningmodels canbe trained to usemusical impro-
visation to create what they call emotional musical prosody
[43]. However, one could argue that these types of utterances
can be a valuable tool to create richer and more engaging
characters, even if the content of the communication is vague
or unpredictable. Pelikan et al. speak of an “inherent vague-
ness of emotion displays” and how these are still valuable
beyond the deliberate communication of specific emotions
[38, p. 461]. When asked about ideal robot communication,
Whitaker notes the growing accessibility of emotional speech
synthesis and suggests making emotion display exclusively a
component of verbal communication. He then suggests using
semantic-free utterances for entertainment purposes only.

Considering the role of emotion display during the cre-
ation or evaluation of robot sound would, among others,
involve the following questions. Is accurate emotion dis-
play a requirement for successful interactions, or can more
ambiguous emotions be used simply to convey a richer, more
engaging character? Will a more restricted set of archetypal
emotions fulfil functional requirements of the interaction?
Are there sufficient resources available to work towards
refined and robust emotional communication through hand-
authoring and extensive evaluation cycles. Are there suc-
cessful procedural approaches? Which other modalities are
available to support emotion display?

Audio parameter control relates to the various ways
sound designers can shape sound characteristics both during
production and after robot deployment. While audio param-
eter control seems like an obvious aspect for a sound design
process, robot sound has specific requirements. For example,
a designer might want to choose an certain timbre to convey
general information about the robot (e.g. the mbira form-
ing Kuri’s core sound material), but then combine this with
arbitrary pitch contours to create prosody. Having a robot’s

sound react to context and environment also requires control
of at least some audio parameters. Designers should therefore
consider how to design robot sound in a way that maximises
pitch, timbre, and temporal control.

Audio parameter control can be approached in different
ways, including (1) procedural generation, realised either
through explicit mappings between sensor data and audio
parameters, or with machine learning techniques, (2) hand-
authoring of small modular sound assets that are then
combined in an interactive audio engine like Wwise, or (3)
hand-authoring of complete utterances, limiting real-time
control to high-level controls like start-time and volume.
Moore uses re-synthesis, synthetically recreating the timbre
of an mbira, to get flexible control over the sound mate-
rial. This allows him to communicate emotion and intent
by emulating human prosody, while at the same time using
specific sound characteristics asKuri’s sound identity.Gabal-
don takes two approaches to control over the sound material.
One is generating audio in real time based on internal robot
data. Another is hand-authoring modular building blocks by
hand to be able to later flexibly reassemble them for different
interaction scenarios. He eventually chooses hand-authoring
over a procedural approach due to the former’s increased
emotional clarity and better communication of intent. Pro-
cedural HRI approaches focusing on emotion display were
mentioned in the previous section. Another notable proce-
dural approach is found in Schwenk and Arras’ real-time
sonification of user distance [45]. An approach utilising flex-
ible re-combination of smallmodular sound assets is found in
work by Jee et al., who synchronize musical utterances with
a robot’s motion trajectories to make the emotion expression
more effective. To this end, they design the musical structure
of their utterances in a way that allowed for repeating short
sections of the music. Utterance length can then be adjusted
to coincide to various robot movements without running out
or being cut off [24]. However, unlike in the case studies,
these studies place little emphasis on using specific timbres
that have a larger communicative significance.

Considering approaches to audioparameter controlwould,
among others, involve the following questions. Which sound
design approaches provide appropriate levels of control over
the chosen timbres and pitch contours? What level of real-
time control is required for the robot to have responsive, and
adaptive sound, and what sound characteristics are involved?
Is the chosen sound characteristic and degree of real-time
control best realised using hand-authoring or procedural
approaches?

5 Limitations and FutureWork

When considering these candidate design principles, it
should be noted that they are based on a limited number
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of case studies, meaning they are based on the experience of
a small group of designers creating sound for a small number
of robots. While we believe that many of the design consid-
erations in this paper are valid and applicable to any robot,
insights into the design process for different robot embodi-
ments and application areas may lead to the addition of new,
or the adjustment of existing design principles. As noted in
Sect. 3, the pool of sound designers who have deep experi-
ence in this domain is currently still small, and we hope to
expand the pool of case studies in future work.

One particular challenge designers face is combining
the sound characteristics dictated by a design’s concep-
tual foundation with the interactive capabilities required by
the HRI context. And, while meticulous hand-authoring in
combination with extensive amounts of explicit sound map-
pings is a viable, albeit resource-intensive way to achieve
this, machine-learning approaches may provide an alterna-
tive path. These types of procedural audio generation could
allow designers to combine the timbres and sound qualities
required for creating interesting sounding characters,with the
interactive capabilities required for fluid and context-aware
human-robot interactions.

6 Conclusion

The contributions of this paper are twofold: (1) we pre-
sented a detailed examination of the sound design process
of three commercial robot case studies, and (2) we combined
insights from these case studies with existing design frame-
works beyond HRI, and findings from studies within HRI to
propose candidate design principles for robot sound. Neither
of these contributions have, to our knowledge, been made in
prior work on robot sound. An examination of design frame-
works in the areas of product sound design and film sound
indicates that many of the concepts established there can
be applied to robot sound to create richer, more conceptu-
ally refined designs. The themes emerging in conversations
with the sound designers of Jibo, Cozmo and Vector, and
Kuri reflect notions both from these HRI-external design
frameworks and findings in HRI. We structured our can-
didate design principles along the themes Fiction, Source,
Scope, Interactivity, and Content Production, providing a
high-level overview of the challenges and opportunities of
creating high-quality robot sound.

This provides sound designers with a broad range of rec-
ommendations to consider when creating sound for the HRI
context, including (1)what elements of robot behaviour could
be sonified, (2) what functions different types of sound may
fulfil, (3) how different embodiments should be considered
when designing appropriate robot sound, (4) how designs
may be adjusted to work with constrained loudspeaker char-
acteristics and placement, and (5) how sound assets may be

created, which can respond to the interactivity inherent to
HRI scenarios. Ultimately, sound designers create success-
ful human-robot interactions by finding elegant solutions for
the challenges imposed by their robot’s specific application
context, and by working within the various constraints they
face when embedded in an interdisciplinary team of engi-
neers, product managers, and other stakeholders. We hope
our work supports them in this process, acting as a starting
point for the sound design of future robots and a means to
analyse existing designs, and providing the HRI community
with new tools to enrich the ways social robots communicate
with humans through sound.
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